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Abstract. The DELTA theory (δ-theory) or EE system theory, is a theory about the construction and opera-
tion  of systems. DELTA stands for Discrete Event in Linear Time Agent. The foundations part  starts with  the 
discussion of the ontological  system notion, based on the systemic system notion from Mario Bunge. The 
notion  of a system’s world is introduced, which enables the distinction  between the changes of a system 
(caused by external acts) and the changes of the system’s world (caused by the system). Then the essential 
model of a system is introduced, followed by refining the system notion to  discrete event systems. Next, two 
specialisations of the DELTA theory are presented and discussed. The first one is the SMART theory. This 
theory is particularly suited for studying technical  systems, i.e. systems of which the agents are non-human. 
The second theory is the CRISP theory. This theory is particularly suited for studying social  systems, i.e. 
systems of which the agents are human. The elaborations part starts with modelling a traffic control system, 
as an example of applying the SMART theory. Next, two examples are presented and discussed of applying 
the CRISP theory. The first  one is a car rental company, and the second one is an elevator control  system, 
conceived as a ‘technical’ implementation of a social  system. The discussions  part contains a discussion 
about considering technical systems as social systems, only technically implemented.
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Part A: foundations

A.1  The ontological system notion

There is hardly any other notion within the discipline of EE that has so many connotations and that is used in so 
many different ways, as the notion of system. We won’t say that the large variety of system notions is good or 
bad, we only want and need to understand what systems really and deeply are, in other words, what their onto-
logical understanding should be. On the quest for this understanding, we observe that most text books on sys-
tems start with assertions like ”A system is a set of related elements with some purpose”, and “The whole is 
more than its parts”. Taking the first one, we can immediately react that, thanks to the TAO theory [TEE-2], ob-
jects, including systems, don’t and can’t have purposes; only subjects can. Apparently, people who make such 
assertions, fail to distinguish clearly between the function and the construction perspective. In EE we do, how-
ever, and in the DELTA theory we will exclusively take the construction perspective, while at the same time be-
ing aware that systems are designed with some function(s) in mind (Cf. BETA theory [TEE-6]). Next, the being 
related of the elements of a system is not a sufficient condition. We will require that these elements act upon each 
other in order to be called a system. If the relationships are only passive, the complex is an aggregate. An exam-
ple of an aggregate is the Periodic Table of Mendeleev. The second assertion (the whole is more than its parts) 
emphasises the distinctive property of systems as opposed to aggregates. It is that the elements of a system act 
upon each other, in such a way that the trajectories, or processes they cause to happen, are dependent on the mu-
tual interaction of the elements, i.e., that they are different from what they would have been if the causing ele-
ments would not interact. In accordance with the MU theory [TEE-5], we will use the concept of complex as the 
generalisation of system and aggregate.

Current systems thinking, being based on General Systems Theory, seems mostly concerned with the function 
perspective. Accordingly, the dominant sort of model is the black-box model (Cf. MU theory [TEE-5]). As a 
consequence, there is quite some vagueness regarding crucial concepts like system itself, and like state and event 
and process.  But even if one exclusively considers their construction, the most interesting systems appear to be 
too complicated to grasp in their entirety. To cope with this complexity, a careful distinction must be made be-
tween homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Every non-trivial concrete system is a heterogeneous system, 
which means that it is some composition of homogeneous systems [Bunge 1979]. For example, the human being 
is a physical system but also a chemical and a biological one, and as a whole it is also a social individual. In or-
der to reduce this complexity, Mario Bunge proposes to consider a heterogeneous system as a layered nesting of 
homogeneous systems, and to study the composing homogeneous systems, in search of understanding the com-
plex heterogeneous totality.

Let us therefore start from the homogeneous ontological system notion as proposed by Mario Bunge [1979]:

A homogeneous system can be conceived as a triple (C, E, S ), where:
C  is a set of elements of some category, called the composition of the system;
E  is a set of elements of the same category as the elements in C, called the environment of the system;
S  is a set of influencing bonds among the elements in C and between them and the elements in E, called the 	


	
 structure of the system;

There are two important comments to make. One is that the elements in the composition and the environment 
are of the same category. Examples of system categories are: physical, chemical, biological, and social. Only 
systems of the same category can interact, systems of different categories can not. The other comment is that 
every element in the composition must act upon or be acted upon by at least one other element in the composi-
tion, so that all elements in the composition are directly or indirectly connected in this way. Put differently, no 
isolated parts are allowed. The foregoing leads to the next definition of subsystem:

A thing x is a subsystem of a system y if and only if
x is a system, and 
C (x) ⊆ C (y) & E (x) ⊆ (C (y) \ (C (x)) ∪ E (y) & S (x) ⊆ S (y)
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As a corollary, a system may have many subsystems, and can be subsystem of many systems. The smallest 
possible (homogeneous)  system is a system of which both the composition and the environment consists of one 
element, and of which the structure consists of one bond between these elements. Figure A.1 exhibits a depiction 
of the construction of a homogeneous system and of one of its subsystems. The red colored boxes are elements 
in the composition of the system, and the purple ones are elements in the environment (the white boxes are out 
of scope). The red colored closed curve depicts the border of the system, and the cyaan colored closed curve 
depicts a subsystem. From now on, whenever the term “system” is used, a homogeneous system is meant.

Figure A.1  Depiction of the construction of a system and of a subsystem

A.2  The system’s world

The definition of system above is sufficient for studying the statics of a system, but it does not yet allow for 
studying its kinematics and its dynamics. For an appropriate discussion of these topics, we start by making a 
distinction between a system and the corresponding world in which the acts of (the elements of) the system have 
effect. For example, if a customer of a company places an order, then the effect of this act is that the order is 
placed. The notion of world is necessary to avoid confusion between the state of a system and the state of the 
system’s world. By the state of a system at a point in time t we will understand the particular triple (C, E, S ) at 
time t. In the course of time, the composition or the environment or the structure may change. Within EE, such 
changes are considered to be the effects of design acts, so of acts by another system, to whose world the things 
defined by (C, E, S )  belong. In the DELTA theory, we therefore can disregard the changes in the system itself, 
and focus on changes in the world of a system. This allows us to provide precise definitions of the statics, the 
kinematics, and the dynamics of systems and their worlds.

By statics is understood the study of the state space (the set of allowable states) and the transition space (the 
set of allowable transitions) of a system’s world. By kinematics is understood the study of sequences of events in 
a system’s world, where an event is defined as the occurrence of a state transition at a particular point in time. 
These sequences are commonly called trajectories or processes. By dynamics is understood studying the 
‘mechanism’ in a system that causes events, and consequently the coming about of processes.

A.3  Discrete event systems
Many concrete systems, in particular logistic systems, information systems, and organisations, can be conceived 
as discrete event systems [Hopcroft & Ullman 1979], [Cassandras & Lafortune 2008]. A discrete event system is 
a discrete-state, event-driven system. By discrete-state is understood that (the world of) the system is at any 
point in time in a some state, and that the state space is finite (or denumerable infinite). By event-driven is meant 
that the state evolution depends entirely on the occurrence of asynchronous discrete input events. 

By restricting ourselves to discrete event systems, we seem to ignore continuous (analog)  systems. This is not 
as severe a restriction as it may look, however, because all continuous processes can be discretised (sampled).

The notion of discrete event system is often considered to be identical with the notion of grey-box model 
[Bunge 1979]. The grey-box model of a system is between its black-box model and its white-box model, as dis-
cussed in the MU theory [TEE-5]. Figure A.2 exhibits the common graphical representations of a black-box 
model and a grey-box model. A black-box model of a system completely ignores the internals of the system (stat-
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ics, kinematics, dynamics). The only thing that holds, is that the output ο is somehow dependent on the input ι 
and on time (t). In formal notation: ο = B(ι, t). The behavior function B is commonly unknown, however. In a 
grey-box model, some knowledge of the internals of the system are taken into account, represented by the state 
of the system. Therefore, the behavior of a grey-box model can be understood by means of three variables: the 
flow of input items ι, the flow of output items ο, and the (internal)  state of the system’s world σ, next to time. In 
formal notation: ο = B(ι, σ, t). Like we did for white-box models, the grey-box models we produce are fully ab-
stract from implementation. Because of this property, the models are called ontological.

Figure A.2  Black-box (left) and grey-box (right) model of a system

For a formal discussion of the grey-box model of discrete event systems, and of their white-box models in the 
remainder of this chapter, we have to introduce a discrete time scale. Before doing this, a summary of some basic 
set-theoretic notions and notations may be helpful:

∈	
 	
 : membership of a set; x ∈ A means that x is an element of A
∉	
 	
 : not membership of a set; x ∉ A means that x is not an element of A
#	
 	
 : cardinality of a set; #A is the number of elements in A
⊆	
 	
 : subset; A ⊆ B means that A is a subset of B
∪	
 	
 : union; A ∪ B is the set of elements x for which holds x ∈ A or x ∈ B
∩	
 	
 : intersection; A ∩ B is the set of elements x for which holds x ∈ A and x ∈ B
Ø 	
 	
 : empty set
\	
 	
 : set difference; A\B is the set of elements x for which holds x ∈ A and not x ∈ B
Δ	
 	
 : symmetric set difference; A Δ B = (A \ B) ∪ (B \ A)
*	
 	
 : cartesian product of a set; A*B is the set of tuples <x,y> for which holds x ∈ A and y ∈ B
℘	
 	
 : powerset; ℘A is the set of all subsets of A
f : A →B	
 : (mathematical) function f with domain A and range B

A discrete linear time dimension is adopted, which means that we assume the time axis to be divided in dis-
tinct intervals of equal length, called points in time. The difference between any two consecutive points in time 
is the same. Events only occur on these points in time, and they take place instantaneously, i.e. within the dura-
tion of the interval. To accommodate the notion of a discrete linear time scale, we introduce the next variables:

R+	
 	
 : the ordered set of positive real numbers
N	
 	
 : the ordered set of natural numbers
T :  N → R+	
 : the ordered set of discrete points in time; tn is a shorthand for T(n); the difference between any 

	
 	
   two adjacent points in time tn+1 and tn is the same
Now	
 	
 : the actual point in time; Now ∈ T
D	
 	
 : the set of (positive) time durations; for every d ∈ D holds: d = k * (tn+1-tn), with k ∈ N

At any point in time, the current input ι(t) is a set of items from the input base I (i.e. the set of all possible 
input items), the current output ο(t)  is a set of items from the output base O (i.e. the set of all possible output 
items), and the current state σ(t) is an element of the state space S (i.e. the set of all possible states). Moreover, 
the output at a particular time tn, thus ο(tn), is considered to be a (mathematical) function of the input at a par-
ticular time tk, thus ι(tk), and the state at that time, thus σ(tk), with k<n. More formally, a discrete event system 
can be defined as a tuple  < B, O, I, S >, where:

ι" ο"
σ"

ι" ο"

enterprise 
organisation 

operational 
organisation 

management 
organisation 

facilities 
organisation 

actor facilities organisation 

physical production 
facilities organisation 

housing facilities organisation 

Constructional decomposition of any organisation 

Examples of actor facilities tasks: employee recruitment, training and rewarding; robot procurement and maintenance 
 
Examples of physical production facilities tasks: machine procurement and maintenance, tools procurement and maintenance, 
material supply, energy supply 
 
Examples of housing facilities tasks: procurement and maintenance of buildings, working places, and meeting places 
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B	
 is a partial function, called the behavior function 
O	
 is a set of items, called the output base
I	
 is a set of items, called the input base
S	
 is a set of states, called the state space 
	
 	
 B :  I ∗ S → S ∗ (O ∗ D)

The extension of B is a set of tuples (I, S1, S2, O) where:
I is the current input: A ⊆ A;
S1 is the current state; S1 ∈ S;
S2 is the next state; S2 ∈ S;
O is the current output: O is a set of pairs (ο, d)  with ο ∈  O and d ∈ D; d is the delay of ο; it means that ο 

will become existent at time Now+d.

In the next subsections we will present and discuss two specialisations of the DELTA theory, namely the 
SMART theory and the CRISP theory. Both theories concern white-box models of discrete event systems, which 
means that they include the dynamics of a system, thus the mechanism that makes it ‘tick’. In addition, they dis-
tinguish between interaction and interstriction (Section A.4), because of which they are more sophisticated than 
the common approaches, like those in [Hopcroft & Ullman 1979]  and [Cassandras & Lafortune 2008]. The 
SMART theory is particularly suited for studying so-called technical systems. A technical system is a discrete 
event system of which the agents are non-human. Common examples of technical systems are traffic control 
systems, vending machines, and missiles. Most software systems belong to the class of technical systems. The 
CRISP theory is particularly suited for studying social systems. In a social system, the agents are human. An 
important subclass of social systems are organisations. They are extensively discussed in the PSI theory [TEE-3]. 
Note that a technical system may have been originally a social system, but that it has only got a technical imple-
mentation in the course of time. Well-known examples of such systems are automated teller machines (ATMs), 
elevator control systems, and web shops. Consequently, these systems can often better be understood within the 
CRISP theory than within the SMART theory. Before discussing the SMART theory and the CRISP theory, how-
ever, we need to introduce the general notion of essential model.

A.4  Interaction and interstriction
Through the input and output bonds that connect them, systems act upon each other. In general, the effect of an 
input act may be a change of the state of the system, or the production of a set of output acts (or both). It makes 
sense to distinguish these two kinds of effects carefully, and consequently to distinguish between two ways in 
which systems influence each other, which we will call interaction and interstriction. By interaction is under-
stood the active way of mutual influencing, thus the responding to input acts by producing one or more output 
acts. In responding to an input act, a system generally takes the current state of its world into account. This state 
is constituted through the passive way of mutual influencing, called interstriction1. Instead of producing output 
acts through which a system changes the state of another system, or makes its own state known to others, sys-
tems change their own state (when being active) and instantly share it with other systems, insofar these other 
systems need to know it. The rationale for introducing this notion of interstriction is that a system doesn’t need 
to be made ‘aware’ of a state change at the time it takes place. Instead it suffices that the system ‘inspects’ the 
current state when it is active, i.e. when it is responding to input acts. So, between two adjacent points in time at 
which a system is active, it ‘sleeps’. In that period, however, a number of state changes may take place.

Through the notion of interstriction, we actually abstract from the realisation of a system, by which is under-
stood the devising of the information system that supports the system by remembering and recalling states and 
state changes. In addition, it includes the devising of subsequent supporting systems that are needed in order to 
eventually implement the system. As an example from the PSI theory [TEE-3], in order to realise the (ontologi-
cal model of the)  O-organisation of an enterprise, the (ontological models of the) supporting I-organisation and 
D-organisation must be devised.
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The ontological model of a system, thus the constructional model that completely abstracts from realisation, 
and in addition from implementation, is called the essential model of the system.

A.5  The SMART theory

In the SMART theory, a discrete event system is called a smartie. The operation of a smartie can be explained as 
follows. At every moment, a smartie is in some state, where a state is a set of facts. These facts are instances of 
the fact types (Cf. the FI theory [TEE-1])  in the state base of the smartie. In addition, a smartie disposes at every 
moment of a set of agenda (things to do). An agendum (singular of agenda)  is a pair (a, t) in which a is an act, 
and t is a point in time. The act in an agendum (a, t)  is said to be current at the point in time t. The becoming 
current of an act is identical to the occurrence of the event (a, t). The set of current acts at a point in time t is 
called the action at time t. A smartie responds instantly to an action by performing a transition, which consists of 
evaluating a partial function, called the transition base of the smartie. The result of such an evaluation is a (fi-
nite) set of facts and a (finite) set of agenda. The set of facts is called the mutation. They are instances of fact 
types in the mutation base of the smartie. The produced agenda are called the reaction. They are instances of act 
types in the reaction base of the smartie.

A smartie is formally defined as a tuple  < S, M, A, R, T >, where:
S	
 is a set of fact types, called the state base 
M	
 is a set of fact types, called the mutation base 
A 	
 is a set of act types, called the action base 
R	
 is a set of act types, called the reaction base 
T	
 is a partial function, called the transition base, expressed as follows:

	
 	
 T ∈  ℘A ∗ ℘S → ℘(R ∗ D) ∗ ℘M 	
 where X is the union of the extensions of X ∈ X

The extension of T is a set of transition rules of the form (A,S,R,M) where:

A	
 is the action to be responded to; A ⊆ A, A ≠ ∅;
S	
 is a set of facts, which must be contained in the current state; S ⊆ S;
R	
     is a set of pairs (r,d) with r ∈  R and d ∈ D, called the reaction; d is the delay of r; it means that act r 	


	
 will become current at time Now+d;
M	
 is a set of facts, called the mutation; M ⊆ M;

A smartie of which A is a singleton (thus containing only one act type) is called an elementary smartie. A 
smartie that is not elementary, is called composite.

To exemplify this, we take the traffic control system in section B.1, for the situation that the controller has to 
respond to a command to let the traffic in direction “cycle” stop. Then the components of  <A,S,R,M>  are:

A = {set_phase (cycle, stop)}
S = {phase (cycle) = move)}
R = {<set_phase (other_cycle, wait), stop_time (cycle)>}
M = {phase (cycle) = stop}

The interaction and interstriction (Cf. section A.4) between smarties, is made more precise by the notions of 
activating and conditioning. They are discussed hereafter.

Smartie1 is said to activate smartie2 if R1 ∩ A2 ≠ ∅. If this is the case, then every event in a reaction of 
smartie1, whose act belongs to the extension of this intersection, will change the agenda of smartie2 instantly. 
The new agenda of smartie2 is the symmetric set difference (CF. section A.3)  of its current agenda  and the reac-
tion (Note that in this way, items can not only be added to the agenda of smartie2, but also removed from it). If 
smartie1 and smartie2 are identical, we speak of self-activation: the smartie is able to generate its own agenda. In 
this way periodic activities can be modelled elegantly.
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Smartie1 is said to condition smartie2 if M1 ∩ S2 ≠ ∅. If this is the case, then every fact in a mutation of 
smartie1 that belongs to the extension of this intersection, will change the state of smartie2 instantly. The new 
state of smartie2 is the symmetric set difference of its current state  and the mutation (Note that in this way, facts 
can not only be added to the state of smartie 2, but also removed from it). If smartie1 and smartie2 are identical, 
we speak of self-conditioning: the smartie is able to change it own state. Self-conditioning is the classical con-
cept of the (internal) state of a system.

An interesting subclass of technical systems are software systems. Whether one likes it or not, a software sys-
tem in operation is a discrete event system, even if its function is to support people in informal work. This obser-
vation has important implications. First, it must then be possible to acquire a comprehensive understanding of a 
software system (abstracted from implementation issues) that is sufficiently concise for intellectually managing 
its complexity. Second, such an understanding would be a proper basis for verifying the correctness of software 
systems; the role of testing can only be secondary, because it may show the presence of errors but never their 
absence. Third, such an understanding would also be a proper basis for studying the construction and operation 
of the system, through mathematical or logical analysis, as well as through simulation, including animation. 
Fourth, such an understanding would be a proper starting point for generating software whose correctness can be 
proven [Kervel et. al. 2012].

A.6  The smartienet
The influencing relationships among a collection of smarties can be made more comprehensible if the collection 
is modelled as a smartienet. A smartienet is a network consisting of three kinds of components: processors (also 
called SMART agents), banks and channels. 

Processors represent the transition mechanisms of smarties, consisting of their transition base and the operat-
ing cycle. By the operating cycle is understood the periodic checking of a processor (at every discrete point in 
time) whether there is an action to deal with. Therefore, the processor is also called the kernel of the smartie. The 
environment of a smartie is defined as the set of processors with which its own processor has influencing rela-
tionships (interaction and/or interstriction). An elementary processor is a processor whose action base consists of 
exactly one act type. It is the kernel of an elementary smartie.

Channels facilitate the interaction of smarties through their capability of transmitting acts. A channel Cn is 
defined by its transmission base TBn, which is the set of act types whose instances it can transmit. The set of 
contained acts in a channel at some moment, is called the transmission of the channel at that moment. If the 
transmission base comprises precisely one act type, the channel is called a single channel. A collection of single 
channels is called a multiple channel. The transmission bases of the single channels in a smartienet are disjoint. 
Consequently, every act can only be transmitted through one channel. It is not possible to have duplicates (dupli-
cation is a concern in implementation). 

A processor Pj is able to receive acts from a channel Cn if the transmission base of the channel is a subset of 
the action base of the smartie of which processor Pj is the kernel (TBn ⊂ Aj). Next, a processor Pi is able to send 
acts through a channel Cn if the transmission base of  the channel is a subset of the reaction base of the smartie 
of which processor Pi is the kernel (TBn ⊂ Ri). Consequently, channel Cn is called a send channel of processor 
Pi and a receive channel of processor Pj. The channel metaphor must be understood as follows. Suppose that 
processor Pi generates at time t an agendum (a,d), where a is an act and d is the delay (i.e. the time after which 
act a becomes current). The channel metaphor then is that act a is ‘put’ in the channel by the sender Pi at time t 
and that it ‘arrives’ at the receiver Pj at time t + d.

Banks facilitate the interstriction between smarties through their capability of containing facts. A bank Bk is 
defined by its contents base CBk, which is the set of fact types whose instances it can contain. The set of con-
tained facts in the bank at some moment, is called the contents of the bank at that moment. If the content base 
comprises precisely one fact type, the bank is called a single bank.  A collection of single banks is called a multi-
ple bank. The contents bases of the single banks in a smartienet are disjoint. Consequently, every fact can only 
be contained in one bank. It is not possible to have duplicates (duplication is a matter of implementation). 

A processor Pj is able to inspect the contents of bank Bk if the contents base of the bank is a subset of the state 
base of the smartie of which processor Pj is the kernel (CBk ⊂ Sj). Next, a processor Pi is able to change or mu-
tate the contents of bank Bk if the contents base of the bank is a subset of the mutation base of the smartie of 
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which processor Pi is the kernel (CBk ⊂ Mi). Consequently, bank Bk is called a mutation bank of processor Pi 
and an inspection bank of processor Pj.

The foregoing is visualised in Figure A.3. In this figure, processors are pictured as boxes, banks as diamonds, 
and channels as disks. Banks are connected to processors by two kinds of links: inspection links and mutation 
links.  Through an inspection link, a processor is able to inspect the contents of a bank. Through a mutation link, 
it is able to mutate (change) the contents of a bank. Channels are connected to processors by two kinds of links: 
receive links and send links.  Through a receive link, a processor is able to receive acts from a channel. Through 
a send link, a processor is able to send acts into a channel.

Figure A.3  Interaction and interstriction in smartienets

In conclusion, the smartie model of a system is an ontological model, which means that it is fully independent 
of its (technological) implementation. Compared to other ontological models [Cassandras & Lafortune 2008], 
smartie models have two additional qualities. The first one is that the model is truly comprehensive, by which is 
meant that it includes statics, kinematics, and dynamics. The second quality is that smartie models abstract from 
informational acts, like keeping facts (‘remembering’) and getting facts (‘recalling’), and computing derived 
facts from other ones. These acts are ‘hidden’ by the notions of conditioning and interstriction, which are repre-
sented in the smartienet by banks, mutation links and inspection links. Instead of informing other smarties about 
a state change, or of asking for (original or derived) facts, smarties inspect the banks that contain these facts 
(Note: derived facts ‘exist’ once there  definition id specified). Because of this second quality, the smartie model 
of a discrete event system is called its essential model.

Both the comprehensiveness and the conciseness of the essential model contribute substantially to the enter-
prise engineering goal of intellectual manageability. As will be demonstrated at an example case in the elabora-
tion part of this chapter, the specification of the S, M, A, R, and T component of an elementary smartie is rarely 
complicated, and the smartienet diagram offers a deep and accurate understanding of the activating and condi-
tioning interrelationships between the constituting smarties.

A.7  The CRISP theory

In the CRISP theory, discrete event systems are called crispies. The CRISP theory can best be understood as a 
formalisation of the special PSI theory [TEE-3], in which the intrinsic connection of the four sub models is 
clarified. The operation of a crispie can be explained as follows.

At every point in time, both the coordination world, or C-world, and the production world, or P-world, of a 
crispie are in some state. A state of the C-world is a set of C-facts; a state of the P-world is a set of P-facts. Note 
that a C-fact regards some entity, represented by a value of the variable in the product of the C-act. This entity is 
an independent P-fact, together with a number of dependent P-facts. Moreover, because the coming into being of 
a C-fact with intention ‘accepted’ coincides with the coming into being of the corresponding product, we can 
confine ourselves to considering C-facts. And so we will, from now on. Thus, the state base of a crispie is de-
fined as the set of C-fact types, whose instances may belong to a state of the C-world. In addition, a crispie dis-
poses at every moment of a set of agenda (things to do). An agendum (singular of agenda) is a pair (c, t) in 
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which c is a C-fact (i.e. an instance of a C-fact type in the coordination base), and t is a point in time, called the 
intended response time. It is the point in time at which the creator of the C-fact wants the event to be responded 
to. The set of C-facts in the agenda with response time t is called the action at time t. A crispie responds instantly 
to an action by evaluating a partial function, called the performance base of the crispie. The result of such an 
evaluation is a finite set of C-events, called the reaction. The set of C-fact types that can occur in a reaction is 
called the reaction base of the crispie. The dealing of a crispie with its agenda may be intervened by C-events 
whose occurrence must also be taken into account. The C-facts (in these events) that have to be taken into ac-
count at time t are called the intervention at time t, and the set of C-fact types in these events is called the inter-
vention base of the crispie.

A crispie is formally defined as a tuple   < C, R, I, S, P >, where
C 	
 is a set of C-fact types, called the coordination base
R 	
 is a set of C-fact types, called the reaction base
I  	
 is a set of C-fact types, called the intervention base
S 	
 is a set of C-fact types, called the state base
P 	
 is a partial function, called the performance base, expressed as follows:

	
 	
 ℘C ∗ ℘I ∗ ℘S → ℘(R ∗ D)	
 	
 where X is the union of the extensions of X ∈ X

The extension of the performance function is a set of action rules of the form (C, I, S, (r, rd)) where:
C	
   is the action to be responded to; C ⊆ C, C ≠ ∅
I 	
   is the set of interventions to take into account; I ⊆ I
S 	
   is the set of C-facts (and implied P-facts) that must be contained in the current state; S ⊆ S.
(r, rd)  is the produced reaction; it is a non-empty set of tuples (r, rd)  where r is a created C-fact (r ∈ R), and 	


	
   rd is the intended response delay; it means that the intended response time rt = Now + rd (rd ∈ D).

A crispie of which C consists of C-fact types that regard one and the same product type, is called an elemen-
tary crispie. A crispie that is not elementary, is called composite.

Let us take the Volley example from [Perinforma 2015] to clarify the CRISP theory. We will follow the steps 
in the basic transaction pattern of the transaction process in which the membership, identified by #387 is brought 
about. Let us assume that two persons, John and Mary, play the role of crispie1 and crispie2 respectively. The 
process starts with the request by John, resulting in the reaction tuple (request, membership #387 is started, rd-
rq). Because the included C-fact belongs to the extension of the coordination base of Mary, it is instantly added 
to her agenda. The intended response time is Now+ rd-rq. If the current state S allows Mary to promise, her re-
sponse will consist of the tuple (promise, membership #387 is started, rd-pm), in which rd-pm is the intended 
response delay to the promise. The included C-fact is added to her own agenda, and it is knowable to John (be-
cause it is a member of the extension of his state base). Let us assume that the current state S allows Mary to 
produce the product, i.e. to perform the execute act, followed by the state act. Then her response will consist of 
the tuple (state, membership #387 is started, rd-st), in which rd-st is the intended response delay to the state. The 
included C-fact is instantly added to John’s agenda because it is a member of the extension of his coordination 
base. If the current state S allows him to accept, then his response will consist of the tuple (accept, membership 
#387 is started,  nill), in which nill is the response delay. Because the accept fact is a terminal state in the transac-
tion process, its response time is irrelevant; that’s why it gets the value nill.

The interaction and interstriction (Cf. section A.4) between crispies, is made more precise by the notions of 
activating and conditioning (Cf. section A.5). They are discussed hereafter.

Crispie1 is said to activate crispie2 if R1 ∩ C2 ≠ ∅. If this is the case, then all C-facts in a reaction of crispie1 
that belong to this intersection, are instantly added to the agenda of crispie2. If crispie1 and crispie2 are identi-
cal, we speak of self-activation: the crispie is able to create its own agenda. In this way periodic activities can be 
modelled elegantly.

Crispie1 is said to condition crispie2 if R1 ∩ S2 ≠ ∅. If this is the case, then all C-facts (and the implied P-
facts) in a reaction of crispie1 that belong to this intersection, are instantly added to the state of crispie2. If 
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crispie1 and crispie2 are identical, we speak of self-conditioning: the crispie is able to change it own state. Self-
conditioning is the classical concept of the (internal) state of a system.

Crispie1 is said to intervene in crispie2 if R1 ∩ I2 ≠ ∅. If this is the case, then all C-facts in a reaction of 
crispie1 that belong to this intersection, are instantly added to the intervention of crispie2.

A.8  The crispienet

The influencing relationships among a collection of elementary crispies are somewhat more complicated than 
those among a collection of smarties, because the succession of C-acts/facts regarding some product is deter-
mined by the complete transaction pattern (Cf. PSI theory [TEE-3]). Actually, every step in the complete transac-
tion pattern of a transaction kind (except the three terminal states ‘accepted’, ‘quitted’ and ‘stopped’) is to be 
conceived as an elementary smartie. These smarties are ‘organised’ under the ‘structure’ of the complete transac-
tion pattern. So, for example, the smartie that deals with requests can react by either a promise or a decline. If we 
take advantage of the fact that all acts in a collection of crispies are performed according to the complete transac-
tion pattern, the mutual influencing relationships can be made very comprehensible if the collection of crispies is 
modelled as a crispienet. A crispienet is a network consisting of two kinds of components: (CRISP) agents and 
transaction-channel-banks.

An agent represents the ‘mechanism’ of a crispie, consisting of its performance base and the operating cycle. 
By the operating cycle is understood the periodic checking of an agent (at every discrete point in time) whether 
there are agenda to be dealt with. Therefore, an agent is also called the kernel of a crispie. The environment of a 
crispie is defined as the set of agents with which its own agent has influencing relationships (interaction and/or 
interstriction). An elementary agent is an agent who has the executor role in one transaction type (thus concern-
ing one product type). It is the kernel of an elementary crispie.

A transaction-channel-bank or TCB for short, combines the functions of channel and bank that we have dis-
cussed in Section A.6 (smartienet). This understanding corresponds with the two interpretations of a transaction 
kind in the PSI theory. In the process interpretation, they represent transaction processes, which are sequences of 
transaction steps that are performed and responded to, according to the complete transaction pattern. In the state 
interpretation, they represent transaction banks (which are containers of the produced C-facts and P-facts). TCBs 
facilitate the communication between (CRISP) agents.

A single TCB is a collection of 20 channels and 20 banks, one for every step in the complete transaction pat-
tern of a particular transaction type (Cf. PSI theory [TEE-3]). A (single) TCBk is defined by its transmission base 
TCBk and its contents base CBk, which is the set of C-fact types whose instances it can respectively transmit 
and contain. The transaction bases and the contents bases of the single TCBs in a smartienet are disjoint. Conse-
quently, the C-facts and P-facts concerning a particular product type are all contained in one and the same TCB. 
It is not possible to have duplicates (duplication is a matter of implementation). The set of facts that are present 
in a TCB at some moment, is called the contents of the TCB at that moment.

The foregoing is visualised in Figure A.4. An initiator link between an elementary agent and a single TCB 
means that the coordination base and the reaction base of the corresponding crispie are subsets of the transmis-
sion base of the TCB. More specifically, it means that the C-facts that belong to the responsibility area of the 
initiator role belong to the transmission base. Figure A.4 lists the corresponding C-fact types in the coordination 
base and the reaction base. An executor link between an elementary agent and a TCB also means that the coordi-
nation base and the reaction base of the corresponding crispie are subsets of the transmission base of the TCB. 
More specifically, it means that the C-facts that belong to the responsibility area of the executor role belong to 
the transmission base. Figure A.4 lists the corresponding C-fact types in the coordination base and the reaction 
base. An information link between an agent and a TCB means that the agent is allowed to inspect the contents of 
the TCB. More specifically, it means that the state base of the corresponding crispie is a subset of the transmis-
sion base. An intervention link between an agent and a TCB means that the agent is intervened through the TCB 
(by other agents). In a crispienet diagram, every executor link and every initiator link is considered to ‘cover’ an 
information link.
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Figure A.4  Legend of the crispienet

Part B: elaborations

B.1  Example: Traffic Control System

To illustrate the modelling of technical systems as smarties, we take the control of traffic at a simple crossing of 
two roads, called Cycle 1 and Cycle 2. The next requirements for the traffic control system (TCS) have been 
formulated (Figure B.1 summarises these requirements in a graphical way).

If the traffic in cycle 2 is moving, the traffic in cycle 1 must wait. There is a minimum time that the traffic in 
cycle 2 may move on, called the (standard)  move time for cycle 2. As long as there is no traffic waiting in cycle 
1, the move time is prolonged. However, as soon as a car in cycle 1 wants to cross, and if the (standard)  move 
time for cycle 2 has passed, the traffic in cycle 2 must be signalled to stop during an amount of time that is called 
the stop time for cycle 2. To let traffic that could not stop in time leave the crossing, there is an extra amount of 
time, called the clear time, during which the traffic on both cycles has to wait. Next, the traffic in cycle 1 is sig-
nalled to move on, while the traffic in cycle 2 is waiting. Of course, the same requirements hold if cycle 1 and 
cycle 2 are exchanged. Instead of actively ‘triggering’ the traffic participants to move and stop, it has been de-
cided that it is sufficient to notify the state changes (move, stop, wait) of the TCS to the traffic participants. This 
could be done by means of traffic lights (green, yellow, red), but that is a matter of implementation design.

Figure B.1  Functional requirements for the TCS

This description represents a functional model of the TCS (Cf. the BETA theory) from which we will devise 
its constructional model, that is its essential model according to the SMART theory. We first present the global 
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construction model of the TCS, represented in a smartienet diagram, in order to clearly set the boundary of the 
system (Cf. Figure B.2, left side). At any point in time, a cycle is in one of three phases: move, stop, or wait. 
There are three parameters for every cycle: the (standard) move time, the stop time, and the clear time (Cf. Fig-
ure B.1). Their values are set by environmental processors. The TCS is activated externally by means of ‘let 
pass’ acts.

Figure B.2  Global and detailed smartienet diagram of the TCS

On the basis of the previous analysis, we identify two interface banks: AB1 (containing the parameter facts) 
and B1 (containing ‘phase’ facts), and one interface channel: C1 (transmitting ‘let pass’ acts). Two environ-
mental processors are identified. By convention, these processors are modelled as composite smarties. Processor 
CP1 (traffic) activates the traffic control system by means of ‘let pass’ acts. This processor also inspects bank B1. 
Processor CP2, called ‘traffic manager’, informs the traffic control system about the current value of the control 
parameters, through the aggregate bank AB1.

Clearly, there must also be an internal activation in the TCS to accommodate the transition of the various 
phases of every cycle, next to the external activation by ‘let pass’ acts. Consequently, we come up with the de-
tailed construction model as exhibited in Figure B.2, right side. The bold grey-lined rectangle represents the sys-
tem boundary. There are two internal elementary processors: P1 (let pass controller) and P2 (phase controller), 
and one internal channel: C2 (transmitting ‘set phase’ acts). P2 is activated both by P1 and by itself. The contents 
base of the bank ‘param’ consists of move_time(Cycle), stop_time(Cycle) and clear_time(Cycle). The contents 
base of the bank ‘phase’ consists of phase(Cycle). The transmission base of the channel ‘let_pass’ consists of 
let_pass(Cycle), and the transmission base of the channel ‘set_phase’ consists of set_phase(Cycle).

We are now able to specify the TCS as the union of the specifications of the two constituting elementary 
smarties: one with kernel P1 and one with kernel P2. In the specifications below, Cycle is a variable that can 
have the value 1 or 2, corresponding with road 1 and road 2 respectively. Because of the symmetry of the cycles, 
we refer to these values by ‘cycle’ and ‘other_cycle’; so, if cycle = 1, then other_cycle = 2 and vice versa. For 
the specification of S, M, A, and R, normal set theoretic notations are used. For the specification of T, we use a 
pseudo-algorithmic language that will be explained shortly.

Specification of smartie 1
The first smartie (with kernel P1) is specified as follows:

S1	
 = {phase(Cycle), move_time(Cycle)}
M1	
 = ∅
A1	
 = {let_pass(Cycle)}
R1	
 = {set_phase(Cycle, Phase)}

The transition base T1 is specified as follows:
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when let_pass(cycle) occurs
	
 if	
 phase(cycle) = wait and phase(other_cycle) = move

 then set_phase(other_cycle,stop)
	
 	
 with delay = max(0, (move_time(other_cycle) -
	
 	
 (Now - creation_time(phase(other_cycle) = move)))

(Note. The creation time of a fact is defined as the point in time at which it becomes/became existent, i.e., 
comes/came into being)

Specification of smartie 2
The second smartie (with kernel P2) is specified as follows:

S2	
 = {phase(Cycle), stop_time(Cycle), clear_time(Cycle)}
M2	
 = {phase(Cycle)}
A2	
 = {set_phase(Cycle, Phase)}
R2	
 = {set_phase(Cycle, Phase)}

The transition base T2 is specified as follows:

when set_phase(cycle,stop) occurs
	
 if	
 phase(cycle) = move
 then set_phase(cycle,wait) with delay = stop_time(cycle);
	
 	
 phase(cycle) := stop
when set_phase(cycle,wait) occurs
	
 if	
 phase(cycle) = stop
	
 then	
 set_phase(other_cycle,move) with delay = clear_time(other_cycle);
	
 	
 phase(cycle) := wait

when set_phase(cycle,move) occurs
	
 if	
 phase(cycle) = wait and phase(other_cycle) = wait
	
 then	
 phase(cycle) := move

The next explanation of the transition rules holds. The first line (when clause) specifies the event (action)  that the 
system has to respond to. In the subsequent if clause, the current state is evaluated by means of a logical proposi-
tion. If the truth value of the proposition is ‘true’, the subsequent then clause is executed. If it is not true, nothing 
will happen. Executing a then clause consists of generating a reaction (like set_phase(cycle,wait) with delay = 
stop_time(cycle) and a mutation (like phase(cycle) := wait). 

 In the first rule, the proposition is true if cycle is in its wait phase and other_cycle is in its move phase. The 
reaction consists of an agendum of which the act is ‘set_phase(other_cycle,stop)’. By giving the delay the speci-
fied value, the phase of other_cycle will be changed to “stop” after it has been in its “move” phase for the stan-
dard move time, provided it is in its standard “move” phase at the time of executing the rule (cf. Figure 3). If 
other_cycle is in its prolonged “move” phase at that time, the delay will be zero. This act will become current at 
time Now + the delay. The effect of the mutation ‘phase(cycle)  := stop in the second rule is that the phase of cy-
cle changes from “move” to “stop”. More precisely, the fact ‘phase(cycle) = move’ becomes nonexistent at time 
Now, and the fact ‘phase(cycle) = stop’ becomes existent at Now. A similar reasoning holds for the other rules.

B.2  Example: Rent-A-Car

In [Perinforma 2015], the case Rent-A-Car (RAC) is described and analysed. We will use this case for illustrat-
ing the application of the CRISP theory to organisations. Figure B.3 exhibits one of the action rules that hold for 
actor role A1 (rental contracter). For the other action rules, the reader is referred to [Perinforma 2015]. On the 
basis of the information that is provided by Figure B.3, the specification of crispie A1 can be formulated (below).
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Figure B.3  Example action rule for actor role A1 in RAC

Specification of crispie A1 in the case RAC

C1	
 = {rental contracting for Rental is requested,
	
      rental contracting for Rental is promised}
R1	
 = {request rental payment for Rental,
	
      promise rental contracting for Rental,
	
      decline rental contracting for Rental,
	
      state rental contracting for Rental,	
      
	
      accept rental payment for Rental,
	
      reject rental payment for Rental}
I1	
 = {rental payment for Rental is promised,
	
      rental payment for Rental is accepted}
S1        = {RENTAL, Rental is contracted, the starting day of Rental, the ending day of Rental, the renter of 	

	
     Rental, the driver of Rental, the car group of Rental, the pick-up location of Rental, the drop-off             
	
      location of Rental, the rent of Rental is paid, the rental amount of Rental, PERSON, the day of birth  
	
      of Person, the driving license of Person, BRANCH, the location of Branch, CAR GROUP, number
                 of cars, CAR GROUP * YEAR, the daily rental rate of Car Group in Year, YEAR, the max rental  	

      	
      duration in Year, the rental horizon in Year}

The performance base P1 is specified as follows:

when 	
 rental contracting for Rental is requested
	
 if 	
 the starting day of Rental is in the Rental Horizon of the year of the starting day of Rental;
	
       	
 the ending day of Rental is in the Rental Horizon of the year of the ending day of Rental;
	
 	
 the ending day of Rental is equal to or greater than the starting day of Rental; 

when  rental contracting for new Rental is requested     (T1/rq) 
 with  the starting day of Rental is some DAY 
  the ending day of Rental is some DAY 
  the renter of Rental is some PERSON 
  the driver of Rental is some PERSON 
  the car group of Rental is some CAR GROUP 
  the pick-up location of Rental is some BRANCH 
  the drop-off location of Rental is some BRANCH 

 
assess  justice:  the performer of the request is the renter of Rental; 

  the addressee of the request is a Rental Contracter; 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  the starting day of Rental is in the Rental Horizon of the year of 
  the starting day of Rental; 
  the ending day of Rental is in the Rental Horizon of the year of 
  the ending day of Rental; 
  the ending day of Rental is equal to or greater than the starting day of Rental;  
  the duration of Rental is less than or equal to 
  the max rental duration in the year of the starting day of Rental; 
  the number of cars in the car group of Rental on the starting day of Rental 
  is greater than zero 

 
if  complying with request is considered justifiable 
then  request  rental payment for Rental      [T2/rq] 

 with  the addressee of the request is the renter of Rental; 
  the requested production time of rental payment for Rental 
  is before or within the starting day of Rental; 
  the requested rental amount of Rental is equal to the rental charge of Rental; 

else  decline  rental contracting for Rental     [T1/dc] 
 with  the addressee of the decline is the renter of Rental 

 
 

AC: ARS for actor role A1 (2) 

when rental contracting for Rental is requested      (T1/rq) 
 while  rental payment for Rental is promised     (T2/pm) 

 
assess  justice:  the performer of the request is the renter of Rental; 

  the addressee of the request is the rental contracter of Rental; 
 sincerity:  < no specific condition >   
 truth:  the promised rental amount of Rental is equal to 
  the requested rental amount of Rental; 
  the promised production time of rental payment for Rental 
  is before or within the starting day of Rental 

 
if  complying with request is considered justifiable 
then  promise  rental contracting for Rental     [T1/pm] 

 with  the addressee of the promise is the renter of Rental 
else  decline  rental contracting for Rental     [T1/dc] 

 with  the addressee of the decline is the renter of Rental 
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 the duration of Rental is less than or equal to
	
 	
 the max rental duration in the year of the starting day of Rental;
	
 	
 the number of cars in the car group of Rental on the starting day of Rental
	
 	
 is greater than zero

when	
 rental contracting for Rental is requested
	
 while	
 rental payment for Rental is promised
	
 if	
 the promised rental amount of Rental is equal to the requested rental amount of Rental;
	
 	
 the promised production time of rental payment for Rental
	
 	
 is before or within the starting day of Rental
	
 then	
 promise	
 rental contracting for Rental 
	
 else	
 decline	
 rental contracting for Rental

when	
 rental payment for Rental is stated
	
 if	
 the stated rental amount of Rental is equal to the promised rental amount of Rental;
	
 	
 the stated production time of rental payment for Rental is
	
 	
       within the promised production time of rental payment for Rental
	
 then	
 accept	
 rental payment for Rental	

	
 else	
 reject	
 rental payment for Rental	


when	
 rental contracting for Rental is promised	

	
 while	
 rental payment for Rental is accepted
	
 if	
 true
	
 then	
 execute	
 rental contracting for Rental
	
 state	
 rental contracting for Rental

B.3  Example: Elevator Control System

In the period between 1980 and 2000, several ‘reference’ software problems have gone around in the area of 
software research and development, for demonstrating the qualities of a development approach, and for compar-
ing appoaches. One of them is the Elevator Control System (ECS). Hereafter, the version of the ECS as elabo-
rated by Edward Yourdon (in his book “Modern Structured Analysis”) is copied.

It appears that it is not only possible to consider the ECS as a social system, only technically implemented, 
but also very elucidating. Hereafter (in italics), the analysis of the ECS as a social system is provided between 
the original narrative description of the system.

The general requirement is to design and implement a program to schedule and control four elevators in a build-
ing with 40 floors. The elevators will be used to carry people from one floor to another in the conventional way.

The program should schedule the elevators efficiently and reasonably. For example, if someone summons an 
elevator by pushing the down button on the fourth floor, the next elevator that reaches the fourth floor traveling 
down should stop at the fourth floor to accept the passenger(s). On the other hand, if an elevator has no passen-
gers (no outstanding destination requests), it should park at the last floor it visited until it is needed again. An 
elevator should not reverse its direction of travel until its passengers who want to travel in its current direction 
have reached their destinations. (As we will see below, the program cannot really have information about an ele-
vator’s actual passengers; it only knows about destination button presses for a given elevator. For example, if 
some mischievous or sociopathic passenger boards the elevator at the first floor an then presses the destination 
buttons for the fourth, fifth, and twentieth floor, the program will cause the elevator to travel to and stop at the 
fourth, fifth, and twentieth floors. The computer and its program have no information about actual passenger 
boardings and exits.) An elevator that is filled to capacity should not respond to a new summons request. (There 
is an overweight sensor for each elevator. The computer and its program can interrogate these sensors.)
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Because we abstract from implementation,  there is no limit to the number of floors or elevators. We will use 
the variables Floor and Elevator to denote floors and elevators. We assign a property “orientation” to each ele-
vator with value “upward”, “downward”, or “idle”. The orientation of an elevator is upward if there are pend-
ing destination orders for floors above the current floor or pending summons orders from floors above the cur-
rent floor with direction “up”. The orientation of an elevator is downward if there are pending destination or-
ders for floors below the current floor or pending summons orders from floors below the current floor with direc-
tion “down”. If neither is the case, the value orientation is “idle”.

The (simple) scheduling policy we adopt is that an elevator proceeds moving in a direction (up or down) as 
long as its orientation is upward or downward respectively. If there is a summons order from a floor that will not 
be passed by one of the moving elevators, an ‘idle’ elevator will be sent to this floor, as soon as there is one.

Modelling the ECS as a social system means that we consider all activities and all communication to take 
place in transactions between human actors. So, we imagine that on each floor there is a functionary to which 
passengers can tell that they want to go up or down. This is the first transaction kind we identify: T1 (summons 
order fulfilment), with product kind “summons order for Floor in Direction is fulfilled”. Similarly, we imagine 
that in each elevator there is a functionary to which passengers can tell to which floor they want to go.  This is 
the second transaction kind: T2 (destination order fulfilment) with product kind “destination order for Elevator 
to Floor is fulfilled”. Next, we imagine that there is a (physically very strong) functionary on top of each elevator 
shaft whom one can request to move the elevator car up or down or to let it stop at a floor. Therefore we need the 
third transaction kind: T3 (elevator movement), with product kind “Elevator is set to move in Direction”, where 
Direction can have the values “up”, “down”, and “stop”.

The initiator role of T1 is the environmental actor role CA1 (floor passenger), and its executor role is the in-
ternal actor role A1 (summons order fulfiller), fulfilled by the functionaries on the floors. Likewise, the initiator 
role of T2 is the environmental actor role CA2 (elevator passenger), and its executor role is the internal actor 
role A2 (destination order fulfiller), fulfilled by the functionaries in the elevators. Next, the executor role of T3 is 
the environmental actor role CA3 (elevator mover),  fulfilled by the functionaries on top of the elevator shafts. 
The question now is: who is the initiator of T3? Clearly, it cannot be A1 or A2 because they do not have the 
overview of all pending transactions T1 and T2. Consequently,  another actor internal role is needed, who does 
have the overview,  and who therefore can decide which elevator must visit which floor, in order to enable the 
execution of transactions T1 and T2.  Let us call this actor role A4 (visits performer), and the transaction kind of 
which it is the executor role: T4 (visiting), with product kind “Elevator visits Floor with Orientation”. So, there 
is an additional functionary who fulfils actor role A4. The initiator of T4 is a self-activating actor role A5 (visit 
controller) who is activating itself at a sufficient high frequency.

In addition,  there are two external (aggregate) transaction banks: AT1 (elevator position) and AT2 (over-
weight indicator). We don’t care about their initiators and executors.

The interior of each elevator is furnished with a panel containing an array of 40 buttons, one button for each 
floor, marked with the floor numbers (1 to 40). These destination buttons can be illuminated by signals sent from 
the computer to the panel. When a passenger presses a destination button not already lit, the circuitry behind the 
panel sends an interrupt to the computer (there is a separate interrupt for each elevator). When the computer re-
ceives one of these (vectored) interrupts, its program can read the appropriate memory mapped eight-bit input 
registers (there is one for each interrupt, hence one for each elevator)  that contains the floor number correspond-
ing to the destination button that caused the interrupt. Of course, the circuitry behind the panel writes the floor 
number into the appropriate memory-mapped input register when it causes the vectored interrupt. (Since there 
are 40 floors in this application, only the first six bits of each input register will be used by the implementation; 
but the hardware would support a building with up to 256 floors.)

Pressing the destination button of some Floor in some Elevator counts as performing a request of a transac-
tion T2 for this Floor and Elevator to the functionary in the elevator. It will be responded by a promise if the 
floor is not equal to the current floor, and if it is in the scope of the orientation of the elevator. Otherwise it will 
be declined.

As mentioned earlier, the destination buttons can be illuminated (by bulbs behind the panels). When the inter-
rupt service routine in the program receives a destination button interrupt, it should send a signal to the appropri-
ate panel to illuminate the appropriate button. This signal is sent by the program’s loading the number of the 
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button into the appropriate memory-mapped output register (there is one such register for each elevator). The 
illumination of a button notifies the passenger(s)  that the system has taken note of his or her request and also 
prevents further interrupts caused by additional (impatient?)  pressing of the button. When the controller stops an 
elevator at a floor, it should send a signal to its destination button panel to turn off the destination button for that 
floor.

The illumination of the destination button of some Floor in some Elevator counts as the being promised of a 
transaction T2 for this Floor and Elevator.

There is a floor sensor switch for each floor for each elevator shaft. When an elevator is within eight inches of 
a floor, a wheel on the elevator closes the switch for that floor and sends an interrupt to the computer (there is a 
separate interrupt for the set of switches in each elevator shaft). When the computer receives one of these (vec-
tored)  interrupts, its program can read the appropriate memory mapped eight-bit input register (there is one for 
each interrupt, hence one for each elevator) that contains the floor number corresponding to the floor sensor 
switch that caused the interrupt.

These interrupts are modelled as facts of the kind “position of Elevator is Floor”, contained in the aggregate 
transaction kind AT2 (elevator position).

The interior of each elevator is furnished with a panel containing one illuminable indicator for each floor 
number. This panel is located just above the doors. The purpose of this panel is to tell the passengers in the ele-
vator the number of the floor at which the elevator is arriving (and at which it may be stopping). The program 
should illuminate the indicator for a floor when it arrives at the floor and extinguish the indicator for a floor when 
it leaves a floor or arrives at a different floor. This signal is sent by the program’s loading the number of the floor 
indicator into the appropriate memory-mapped output register (there is one register for each elevator).

Every time an elevator is approaching a floor,  the controller creates a fact of the kind “position of Elevator is 
Floor”. At every moment, there is exactly on such fact for every elevator. These facts are contained in the aggre-
gate transaction bank AT1 (position).

Each floor of the building is furnished with a panel containing summons button(s). Each floor except the 
ground floor (floor 1)  and the top floor (floor 40)  is furnished with a panel containing two summons buttons, one 
marked UP and one marked DOWN. The ground floor summons panel has only an UP button. The top floor 
summons panel has only a DOWN button. Thus, there are 78 summons buttons altogether, 39 UP buttons and 39 
DOWN buttons. Would-be passengers press these buttons in order to summon an elevator. (Of course, the 
would-be passenger cannot summon a particular elevator. The scheduler decides which elevator should respond 
to a summons request.) These summons buttons can be illuminated by signals sent from the computer to the 
panel. When a passenger presses a summons button not already lit, the circuitry behind the panel sends a vec-
tored interrupt to the computer (there is one interrupt for UP buttons and another for DOWN buttons). When the 
computer receives one of these two (vectored) interrupts, its program can read the appropriate memory mapped 
eight-bit input register that contains the floor number corresponding to the summons button that caused the inter-
rupt. Of course, the circuitry behind the panel writes the floor number into the appropriate memory-mapped input 
register when it causes the vectored interrupt.

Pressing a summons button at some Floor for some Direction counts as performing the request of a transac-
tion T1 for this Floor and Direction to the functionary on the floor. It will be responded by a promise if the floor 
is not equal to the current floor. Otherwise it will be declined.

The summons buttons can be illuminated (by bulbs behind the panels). When the summons button interrupt 
service routine in the program receives an UP or DOWN button vectored interrupt, it should send a signal to the 
appropriate panel to illuminate the appropriate button. This signal is sent by the program’s loading the number of 
the button in the appropriate memory-mapped output register, one for the UP buttons and one for the DOWN 
buttons. The illumination of a button notifies the passenger(s) that the system has taken note of this or her re-
quest and also prevents further interrupts caused by additional pressing of the button. When the controller stops 
an elevator at a floor, it should send a signal to the floor’s summons button panel to turn off the appropriate (UP 
or DOWN) button for that floor.

The illumination of the summons button at some Floor in some Direction counts as the being promised of a 
transaction T1 for this Floor and Direction.
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There is a memory-mapped control word for each elevator motor. Bit 0 of this word commands the elevator to 
go up, bit 1 commands the elevator to do down, and bit 2 commands the elevator to stop at the floor whose sen-
sor switch is closed. The elevator mechanism will not obey any inappropriate or unsafe command. If no floor 
sensor switch is closed when the computer issues a stop signal, the elevator mechanism ignores the stop signal 
until a floor sensor switch is closed. The computer program does not have to worry about controlling an eleva-
tor’s doors or stopping an elevator exactly at a level (home) position at a floor. The elevator manufacturer uses 
conventional switches, relays, circuits, and safety interlocks for these purposes so that the manufacturer can cer-
tify the safety of the elevators without regard for the computer controller. For example, if the computer issues a 
stop command for an elevator when it is within eight inches of a floor (so that its floor sensor switch is closed), 
the conventional, approved mechanism stops and levels the elevator at that floor, opens and holds its door open 
appropriately, and then closes its door. If the computer issues an up or down command during this period (while 
the door is open, for example), the manufacturer’s mechanism ignores the command until its conditions for 
movement are met. (Therefore, it is safe for the computer to issue and up or down command while an elevator’s 
door is still open.)  One condition for an elevator’s movement is that its stop button not be depressed. Each eleva-
tor’s destination button panel contains a stop button. This button does not go to the computer. Its sole purpose is 
to hold an elevator at a floor with its door open when the elevator is currently stopped at a floor. A red emergency 
stop switch stops and holds the elevator at the very next floor it reaches irrespective of computer scheduling. The 
red switch may also turn on an audible alarm. The red switch is not connected to the computer.

The actor role A4 (visit performer) can initiate transactions T3 (elevator movement) with product kind “Ele-
vator is set to move in Direction”, where Direction is “up” or “down” or “stop”.

Based on the provided analysis, we produce right away the detailed crispienet diagram of the elevator control 
system, as well as the Transaction Product Table (TPT), in Figure B.4.

Figure B.4  Detailed crispienet diagram and TPT of the ECS

Only the internal crispie A2 (destination order fulfiller) will be specified hereafter, for the sake of space, just as a 
demonstration of how a crispie specification looks like. Moreover, all response times are disregarded, which 
means that their value is assumed to be ‘asap’.
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Specification of crispie A2 in the case ECS

C2	
 = {destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor) is requested,
	
      destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor) is promised,
	
      visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation) is stated,
	
      visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation) is accepted}
R2	
 = {promise destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor),
	
      decline destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor),
	
      state destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor),
	
      request visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation),
	
      accept visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation)}
I2	
 = ∅
S2	
 = {position of Elevator is lower than Floor, position of Elevator is higher than Floor,
	
     position of Elevator is equal to Floor,
	
      orientation of Elevator is up, orientation of Elevator is down, orientation of Elevator is idle,
	
      overweight indicator of Elevator is false}

The performance base P2 is specified as follows:

when 	
 destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor) is requested
	
 if 	
 overweight indicator of Elevator is false
	
 then
	
 	
 if 	
 position of Elevator is lower than Floor
	
 	
 then 	
 if 	
 orientation of Elevator is up or orientation of Elevator is idle
	
 	
 	
 then 	
 promise destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)
	
 	
 	
 else 	
 decline destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)
	
 	
 else-if 	
 position of Elevator is higher than Floor
	
 	
 then 	
 if 	
 orientation of Elevator is down or orientation of Elevator is idle
	
 	
 	
 then 	
 promise destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)
	
 	
 	
 else 	
 decline destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)
	
 	
 else-if 	
 position of Elevator is equal to Floor
	
 	
 then 	
 decline destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)

when 	
 destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor) is promised
	
 request visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation)
	
 	
 with Orientation is orientation of Elevator
when 	
 destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor) is promised
	
 while 	
 there is some Orientation
	
 	
 for which visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation) is accepted
	
 execute destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)
	
 state destination order fulfillment for (Elevator, Floor)

when visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation) is stated
	
 accept visiting for (Elevator, Floor, Orientation)

Part C: discussions

Modelling a technical system as a social system provides a deeper insight in the nature of the system, as was 
illustrated above for the elevator control system. In addition, the application of the complete transaction pattern 
reveals that revocations are not dealt with in the original description of the case ECS. So, for example, revoking 
a destination order is impossible: the elevator will stop at the selected floor, even if this was not the intention of 
the passenger. In software engineering, revocations are commonly considered as exceptions, whereas there is 
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nothing more ‘normal’ for human beings than to revoke previous acts. Although surrounded by cultural and legal 
rules, we accept from each other that we make mistakes and that we like to make them ‘undone’.

Moreover, the crispie model of the ECS makes one reconsider, in a very natural way, the whole set-up of ele-
vator control systems: why should a passenger who wants to go from floor A to floor B have to say first to the 
functionary at floor A that he wants to go up or down, and later to the functionary in an elevator car that he wants 
to go to floor B? This sounds quite weird. So, a major improvement from the social point of view would be to let 
passengers be the initiator of a new transaction kind “transportation” with product kind “transport from FloorA 
to FloorB is performed”.
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